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Washington, May 20th, 1825.
as Congress met, with it is done before
The General.

The Armored fleet sailed at what
I was surprised was a loss.

The Members, faithfully, of the
Republican, lost
ground by acting on their consciences.

In 1840 most of them were glad that
the Army bill was passed without
the Masses. The Armored bill
saved something however by the
Federal of the bill — but not enough

to make it more useful any longer.

The Tillman law has one

in all haste.

From Turkey

B. Culle

Wolfe Combes, Esq.
My

I shall have to remain
for a week to get mixed
with some business matters.

The local 1st. Minister and
Majors. The first I shall
be a week at my coal mines
when I can read home.

J.B.